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mining has flourished for a number of years past in one or two districts, 
but on the whole little has yet been done to test the mineral resources 
of the state. In Keda and the adjoining states of Perlis (which also 
conles under British suzerainty) and Situl, there are 185 miles of tele- 

graph line. Among other evidences of recent progress has been the 

opening of a new school at Alor Star. The revenue for the Mohammedan 

year 1324 was estimated at $1,105,420, the actual revenue in the latter- 
half of 1323 and the first half of 1324 (August, 1906, to August, 1907) 
being $917,764. The expenditure for the same period amounted to 

$816,733. 
i --: 

LIEUT. SHACKLETON'S ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION. 
LIEUT. SHACKLETON has achieved a success which places him in the front 
rank of Polar explorers. Carrying on the work so well begun by 
Captain Scott, and by the way opened by him, he has, by a bold dash 

south, pushed forward the farthest outpost of man's advance some 
430 miles beyond the turning-point of his former leader, reaching a 
latitude never before attained in either hemisphere, and only turning 
when at a distance of little more than 100 miles from the South Pole, 
This is, too, only one of the results of an expedition which has owed 
its success to its leader's personal initiative and organizing power, 
efficiently seconded as these have been by many zealous coadjutors. 

By an arrangement made beforehand, the first narrative of the 
expedition, telegraphed on March 23 from Half-Moon bay, in Stewart 
island (New Zealand), was addressed to the Daily Mail, to which enter- 

prising paper we are therefore indebted, at the moment of going to 
press, for the opportunity of giving the following brief outline of the 
expedition's achievements. The details available are sufficient to show 
that an amount of pluck and determination has been displayed by 
Lieut. Shackleton and his companions which has never been surpassed 
in the history of Polar enterprise. It will be remembered that, owing 
to the impossibility of effecting a landing on King Edward VII. Land, 
the winter quarters were fixed at Cape Royds, on the west side of Ross 
island,* a little north of those of the Discovery. During the earlier part 
of 1908, the building of a hut and of stables for the Manchurian ponies 
was completed, and systematic scientific work set on foot by the several 
experts. Sledging was begun on August 12, when Lieut. Shackleton 
started, with Messrs. Armytage and David, to examine the surface of 
the great Ice Barrier. At this time the low temperature of 57? below 
zero Fahr. (89? of frost) was experienced. On September 22 another 
journey was undertaken for the purpose of laying a depot for the 

* For the northern portion of the area traversed, the charts of the Discovery 
Expedition issued by the Society are the best authority for the position of places 
mentioned. 
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southern journey, which was done at a point 124 miles south of the Dis- 
covery's winter quarters. The southern party--consisting, besides Lieut. 

Shackleton, of Messrs. Adams (lieutenant R.N.R.), Marshall (surgeon 
and cartographer), and Wild-with four ponies and a supporting party, 
left Cape Royds on October 29, 1908, and Hut point (at the Discovery's 
winter quarters) on November 3. It took with it provisions for 
ninety-one days. On November 7, after a four days' blizzard had been. 
encountered at White island, the explorers took leave of the supporting 
party. The general direction for some time was south, along the 
meridian of 168? E., or somewhat further out from Victoria Land than 

Captain Scott's route. On November 13, the depot previously estab- 
lished in 79? S. was reached, supplies fromll it being taken on, while 
the daily rations were reduced. High sastrugi (snow-ridges) here alter- 
nated with soft snow, in which the ponies often sank to their bellies. 

In 81? 4' one of the ponies was shot, and a dcepot made of the 

meat, with oil and biscuit. On November 26 Captain Scott's farthest 
(82? 16' 33") was reached. The surface was now extremely soft, whilst 
the ponies were attacked by snow blindness. Two more ponies having 
been shot, the partyr approached a high range of new mountains trend- 

ing to the south-east, and on December 2 the Barrier showed the effects 
of great pressure, the ridges of snow and ice giving place to land. A 
glacier 40 miles wide was found to extend in a south and south-west 
direction, and its ascent was begun on December 5, in lat. 83? 33', 
long. 172?. Dangerous crevasses made the advance a slow one, and on 
December 7 the last pony was lost in one of these, though Mr. Wild and 
the sledge were saved. The men were now hauling 250 lbs. each. 
They frequently fell into crevasses, but were saved by the harness and 
pulled out by an Alpine rope. On December 18 an altitude of 6800 feet 
was attained, and on the 26th (after another depot had been made, 
and rations once more reduced) a plateau was reached by ice-falls at 
9000 feet, the elevation gradually rising in long ridges to 10,500 feet. 
The second sledge was now discarded, the explorers pushing on in a 
constant southerly blizzard, with the temperature ranging from 37? to 
70? of frost. On January 4, finding themselves growing weaker, they 
proceeded with one tent only. The surface became soft, and the blizzard 

raged for sixty hours with increased violence, the men being frequently 
frost-bitten in their sleeping-bags. Finally, on January 9, the latitude 
of 88? 25'-the highest ever reached by man-was gained in 162? E., 
the last part of the route having thus inclined somewhat to the west. 
Here the Union Jack presented by the Queen was hoisted, and the return 
march begun. From the turning-point no mountains were visible, but 
a wide plain stretched towards the south, no doubt as far as the pole. 

The decision to return was evidently not taken a day too soon, for 
the journey to the ship was made under intense hardships, which must 
have tried the men's endurance to the utmost. Fortunately, the blizzards 
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continued to come from the south, which to some extent helped progress; 
but food again and again ran out before the depots were reached, while 
to add to their distresses, dysentery-a result of the diet of pony-flesh- 
broke out, the entire party being at one time prostrate. The descent of 
the glacier was slow and difficult, the snow having been blown from its 
surface. On February 23 a depot on Minna bluff, laid by a party under 
Joyce in January, was reached; but Marshall suffered severely from a 

return of dysentery, and on the 27th was left in camp with Adams, 
while the leader and Wild made a forced march to the ship to bring aid. 
On March 1 Lieut. Shackleton returned with a relief party, and all 
reached the ship at Hut point on March 4. The total distance covered, 
including relays, was 1708 miles, and the time occupied, 126 days. The 
main results had been a good geological collection (including specimens 
of coal found in association with limestone), a complete meteorological 
record, the discovery of eight distinct mountain ranges and many separate 
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peaks, and the survey of a number of glaciers. Traces of a former 
greater glaciation were seen, while the violent blizzards encountered in 
88? showed that the supposed area of calm must be small in extent, or 
not coincident with the geographic pole. 

Meanwhile anothler important expedition had been carried out to the 
north-west by Prof. Edgeworth David, accompanied by Messrs. Marson 
and Mackay. It left Cape Royds, for the South Magnetic Pole, on 
October 5, 1908, travelling north over the sea-ice, parallel to the coast, 
as far as 75?, beyond which it struck inland, in the neighbourhood of the 

l)rygalski glacier. Aftcr lmany difficulties from crevasses, while travel 
was mllade trying by strong southerly winds and shortened rations, the 

party made its way to an inland plateau over 7000 feet above the sea, 
and on January 16 reached the Mlagnetic Pole, which Marson determined, 
with a Lloyd-Creak dip-circle, to be in the vicinity of 72? 25' S., 154? E. 
The position as deduced from the Discovery observations is 72? 51' S., 
156? 23' E. Returning, the party reached the Drygalski glacier, near 
Mount Larsen, on January 30, experiencing great difficulties in its 
descent. Arrived at the sea-ice, this was found to have broken up, 
cutting off retreat. The outlook was serious, but the explorers were 
fortunately rescued by the Nimrod, which, following Lieut. Shackleton's 
instructions, was carrying out a search for the northern party along the 
coast of Victoria Land. A western expedition under Armytage, Brockle- 
hurst, and Priestly had also done some good work in the neighbourhood of 
the Ferrar glacier, making geological collections and taking photographs. 

Another interesting piece of work, carried out in 1908 after the first 
arrival at the winter quarters, was the first ascent of Mount Erebus, the 
present crater of which-haMf a mile in diameter and 800 feet deep--was 
at the time ejecting vast volumes of steam and sulphurous gas. 

The return voyage in the Nimrod was begun immediately on Lieut. 
Shackleton's return, an attempt being made to explore the northern 
coast of Victoria Land en route. This led to the sighting of a new range 
of tabular mountains trending south-west and west for 45 miles beyond 
Cape North. On March 9 the ship was temporarily beset, but soon got 
clear, and arrived, all well, at Half Moon bay, after a boisterous passage, 
on March 23. 

The expedition appears to have secured valuable results in various 
departments of science. Besides Prof. David, of Sydney University, the 
staff included Mr. James Murray (as biologist), and other competent 
observers, and full attention was given to the meteorological record, 
observations of the movements of the upper atmosphere, of the aurora 
displays, and other phenomena. The first exact location of the South 
Magnetic Pole is a valuable achievement, while the geological collections, 
preserved amid all the hardships of the southern expedition, are likely 
to prove of special interest. 
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